Multi-level thresholding is one of the essential approaches for image segmentation. Determining the optimal thresholds for multi-level thresholding needs exhaustive searching which is time-consuming. To improve the searching efficiency, a novel population based bee foraging algorithm (BFA) for multi-level thresholding is presented in this paper. The proposed algorithm provides different flying trajectories for different types of bees and takes both single-dimensional and multi-dimensional search aiming to maintain a proper balance between exploitation and exploration. The bee swarm is divided into a number of sub-swarms to enhance the diversity. A neighbourhood shrinking strategy is applied to mitigate stagnation and accelerate convergence. Experiments have been performed on eight benchmark images using between-class variance as the thresholding criterion. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with some state-of-art meta-heuristic algorithms. The results show that BFA is efficient and robust, produces excellent results with few control parameters, and outperforms other algorithms investigated in this consideration on most of the tested images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is an essential technique for image processing, which is aiming to partition an image into a number of congeneric regions with similar characteristics using some pre-defined measurement criterions. Among various popular image segmentation methods, thresholding is one of the most efficient and easiest methods which are used commonly and extensively [1] . If a grayscale image is separated into two classes by one threshold value based on the histogram, the process is called bi-level thresholding. However, one threshold is insufficient to segment some complex images such as those containing multiple objects to be separated. The process that divides the pixels into multiple classes and separate the image into multiple regions, which is called multi-level thresholding, becomes necessary to choose at least two threshold values. Multi-level thresholding is helpful to partition the complex images more subtly. As the number of thresholds increases, the computation process for searching the optimal thresholds becomes time-consuming.
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For most of the measurement criterions of the threshold values, multi-level thresholding is considered as a multi-dimensional optimization problem which is inefficient for some traditional search methods to solve. Therefore, many meta-heuristic optimization algorithms are applied for improving the efficiency of multi-level thresholding in the past few years. The related work includes particle swarm optimization (PSO) [2] - [4] , [6] , [9] , artificial bee colony (ABC) [2] - [4] , [7] , genetic algorithm (GA) [3] , [4] , [6] , differential evolution (DE) [3] , [6] , [7] , cuckoo search (CS) [3] , [7] , bat algorithm (BA) [4] , social spider optimization (SSO) [5] , [8] , flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [5] , state transition algorithm (STA) [6] , bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) [7] , [9] , wind driven optimization (WDO) [7] , whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [8] , moth-flame optimization (MFO) [8] , grey wolf optimizer (GWO) [9] , etc.. Furthermore, some other modified meta-heuristic algorithms and methods are also proposed to solve multi-level thresholding problem for image segmentations [10] - [16] . All these meta-heuristic algorithms mentioned above have demonstrated their applicability for solving multi-level thresholding problems. However, since different optimization algorithms VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ perform diversely in multi-level thresholding applications and no single algorithm is able to solve all the optimization problems properly [17] , researchers have been spending significant efforts on improving the existing algorithms and investigating new meta-heuristic algorithms. The algorithms which are inspired from the intelligent behaviours of honeybees are relatively new members of meta-heuristic algorithms. Researchers have concentrated on modelling various intelligent aspects of honeybee swarms over the past decade. A few algorithms have been proposed and proved efficient for solving various optimization problems [18] - [24] . However, some of these algorithms such as ABC is slow in convergence rate, while some other algorithm such as the bees algorithm (BA) is complicated to be used for its parameter tuning. In this work, a novel optimization algorithm based on the intelligent foraging behaviour of bee swarm is proposed and applied to improve the thresholding-based image segmentation. The proposed algorithm divides the bee swarm into two groups with three types of bees. The forager bees and onlooker bees constitute the recruit bees group to do the local search. They apply different types of updating strategies to search the neighbourhood of each selected food source thoroughly. While the scout bees search around the searching regions randomly at the end of each iteration, which play the role of global search. In addition, the proposed algorithm utilizes a set of approaches to prevent the premature and stagnation.
The proposed algorithm has some key features to improve the efficiency for multi-level threshold image segmentation:
• The recruit bees are divided into a number of sub-swarms to enhance the diversity of the bee swarm.
• Two rounds of searching are taken for each sub-swarm in an iteration. Foragers search the neighbourhood in full dimensions randomly while onlookers take single-dimensional search with a certain direction.
• Both the neighbourhood shrinking and food source abandonment procedures are applied to avoid the stagnation. Considering the between-class variance as the objective function, the functionality of the proposed algorithm is discussed in comparison with ABC [18] , MFO [25] , GWO [26] , and WOA [27] on eight benchmark images with different numbers of thresholds. The results show that the proposed mothed is relatively better than other tested algorithms.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the Otsu's between-class variance criterion for multi-level thresholding; Section 3 introduces the intelligent foraging behaviour of honeybees and elaborates the proposed bee foraging algorithm (BFA); Section 4 presents the experimental results of the proposed algorithm compared with other algorithms. The influence of different neighbourhood shrinking rates for BFA is also discussed; Section 5 provides some discussions and conclusions. 
II. MULTI-LEVEL THRESHOLDING
For bi-level thresholding, the purpose is to find one optimal threshold value to separate an image into two parts. While the number of thresholds increased, the process becomes to a more complicated multi-level thresholding problem which is help to separate the image more precisely. Among various thresholding methods, Otsu's between-class variance method [28] is one of the most popular and efficient method which is considered as the thresholding criterion in this work.
The aim of multi-level thresholding is to find m (m ≥ 2) threshold values for image segmentation. Assuming that the given image I consists m + 1 classes which are segmented by m optimal threshold values, as in the following equations:
where t j (j = 1, 2, · · · , m) represents the j-th threshold value; M j represents the j-th class of image I ; g(x, y) is the gray level value of pixel (x, y); L is the number of gray levels of image I . The gray levels are in the range [0, 1, · · · , L − 1], then the probability of i-th gray level is defined as the following equation: where h(i) represents the number of pixels in the i-th gray level; N represents the total number of pixels in image I . Define t 0 = 0 and t m+1 = L. The cumulative probability of each class for image I is calculated as follows:
The mean grayscale level of each class is defined by the following equation:
Let µ T be the total mean level of image I , which is calculated by the following equation:
Then the total between-class variance of the m + 1 classes is defined as follows:
The optimal threshold values are obtained by maximizing the between-class variance presented in (6) . Therefore, finding the multi-level thresholds becomes to solving an optimization problem, in which (6) is selected as the objective function to be optimized.
III. BEE FORAGING ALGORITHM
Bee Foraging Algorithm (BFA) is inspired by the foraging behaviour of honeybees in nature. In this section, the proposed BFA is presented and its biological motivation is outlined.
A. FORAGING BEHAVIOUR OF HONEYBEES
Honeybees are typical social insects living as swarms. A swarm of honeybees is able to perform complex tasks using relatively simple behaviour of individual bees. The foraging behaviour is one of the distinctive behaviours of honeybee swarm. This behaviour is the link between the bee swarm and the ambient environment, which helps bee swarm adapt to environmental changes quickly and search for food sources efficiently. A bee swarm is made up of different types of honey bees such as (employed or unemployed) foragers, onlookers, and scout bees, etc. [29] . Different types of bees play different roles in their foraging process. The Scout bees, in general, occupy about 10% of the total honeybee population when they need to find some new food sources [30] . They spontaneously explore the fields surrounding the hive looking for new food sources rich in nectar or pollen. When they return to the hive, scout bees share the information of the food sources they found with forager bees through a special action named 'waggle dance' to recruit foragers exploiting the food sources [30] . The waggle dance takes place in a particular space in the hive called 'dance floor', and conveys three items of information for each food source including the quality of the food source, the direction of the food source, and distance between the food source and the hive. Forager bees select several rich food sources according to the information from scout bees to collect nectar or pollen. Once a forager returns to the hive, it brings back the nectar and reports the information of the food source through waggle dance to the onlooker bees. Onlookers estimate the profitability of each food source based on the information conveyed by the foragers. They choose more profitable food sources to do the exploitation using a probabilistic approach, since more profitable food sources may provide more valuable resources. Hence, more profitable food sources recruit more bees to collect nectar.
The intelligent behaviour of bee swarm makes the foraging process more efficient and dynamic in a collective intelligent manner. The proposed algorithm in this paper takes inspiration from the foraging strategy of bee swarm to search for the best solution for a given optimization problem.
B. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The bee swarm in BFA is divided into two groups: scout bees and recruit bees. Scout bees explore the searching space randomly for new food sources, while recruit bees wait in the hive for making decisions to choose food sources according to the information from scout bees. The most profitable food sources attract the largest number of recruit bees to exploit for the resources (nectar or pollen). The recruit bees group contains two types of bees: foragers and onlookers. They apply different strategies to select the food sources with higher quality, and use diverse tactics to update their positions in the searching space. The searching space where recruit bees exploit for better resources around the food sources is called 'neighbourhood'. If the number of bees recruited by a food source is confirmed, the size of the neighbourhood determines the searching intensity within the neighbourhood. Shrinking the size of the neighbourhood could help the bees finding the profitable food sources rapidly [23] . In BFA, a neighbourhood shrinking procedure is tuned and applied to increase the efficiency for foragers searching around a food source. The propose algorithm can be divided into three stages: initialization phase, local search phase, and global search phase.
In initialization phase, a number of scout bees search the landscape randomly with a uniform distribution. Then these bees go back to the hive to recruit more bees for the local search. The food sources reported by scout bees are ranked according to their profitability. The half of the food sources with better nectar resources become to the selected food sources, around which recruit bees carry out the local search. After the initialization phase, the algorithm enters the main loop which composed of local search phase and global search phase.
In local search phase, the recruit bees are divided into subswarms according to the number of selected food sources. Each selected food source recruits a group of forager bees and a group of onlooker bees to exploit its surrounding fields for better nectar resources. The forager neighbourhood search is applied firstly. Foragers, the first half of the recruit bees, are allocated equally to different selected food sources, and distributed uniformly within the neighbourhood around each selected food source. If a forager finds a better nectar surrounding the selected food source it belongs to, the better nectar replaces the selected food source. Then the foragers allocated to it will search around the new selected food source in the next iteration. If foragers fail to improve some of the selected food sources, the unimproved food sources are recorded as stagnations. Furthermore, the neighbourhood shrinking procedure is applied to the unimproved food sources to increase the intensity of neighbourhood search for foragers. The updating of the neighbourhood size is described as the following equation:
S nh (n + 1) = n sc · S nh (n) (7) where S nh (n) is the current size of the neighbourhood; S nh (n + 1) is the neighourhood size in the next iteration; n sc is the neighbourhood shrinking coefficient. After the forager neighbourhood search, all the selected food sources are sorted according to the quality of their nectar. Then the onlooker neighbourhood search, which use the other half of the recruit bees, is implemented. The onlooker search is a further local search according to the results of the forager search. The number of onlookers allocated to each selected food source in their neighbourhood search depends on the quality of each selected food source. That means the better selected food sources recruit more onlookers to do the neighbourhood search and have more chance to exploit their nectar, while the worse selected food sources recruit less onlookers and have less chance to exploit their nectar. In addition, it is necessary to make sure that each selected food source recruits at least one onlooker bee to keep its chance being searched for better nectar. A selection technique based on fitness function is used for allocating onlookers to each selected food source using the following equation:
where N j is the number of onlookers recruited by the j-th selected food source; fitness j is the fitness function value of j-th selected food source; n o is total number of onlookers; K is the number of selected food sources which equals to the half of scout bee numbers; fix represents taking an integer. According to (8) , more onlookers are recruited to search around the selected food sources with higher fitness values. As the local search develops, some of the searching dimensions may achieve the position near optimum while others are not. At this moment, update the position of recruit bees in one dimension may help the algorithm to find optimum more quickly. Therefore, a different update strategy from forager search is applied in onlooker search. After choosing the selected food sources, onlookers collect neighbourhood resources using the equation as below:
where d is a randomly selected dimension; W i (n) is the updated position of the i-th onlooker bee allocated to the j-th selected food source; Z j (n) is the current position of the j-th selected food source; α is a random number within the range (-1,1); Z r (n) is the current position of a randomly choosed food source with the condition j = r. Similar to forager neighbourhood search, if onlookers find a more profitable food source, the new food source becomes to the selected food source instead of the current one for the next iteration. If a food source is not improved, its number of stagnations is accumulated.
The issue should be further discussed is the neighbourhood shrinking procedure, which is applied to make forager neighbourhood search more efficient. As local search progresses, the neighbourhood may shrink to a quite small size if there is no criterion to stop shrinking. Furthermore, if a selected food source hasn't been improved for a certain number of iterations, this food source may fall into a local optimum and should be abandoned to mitigate stagnation. In BFA, the stagnation number of a selected food source accumulates in both forager search and onlooker search, hence this parameter is used for estimating the stagnation of a selected food source and determine which food source should be abandoned. The limitation number of stagnations for a food source is obtained by the following equation:
where Limit st represents the upper limit of stagnations for a selected food source without improvement. If the stagnation number is larger than Limit st , the corresponding selected food source is ranked to the bottom of all the food sources and will be abandoned in global search phase. In global search phase, the worse half of food sources other than the selected food sources are abandoned. Scout bees always explore the whole landscape randomly. Then the new nectar sources found by scout bees will be ranked together with the local search results. As the selected food sources in current iteration and the new food sources obtained from random search by scout bees are all reserved, the number of food sources after global search becomes to three times as many selected food sources. Then the best one third of all these food sources becomes to the selected food sources for the next iteration. The pseudocode of the proposed BFA is presented in Figure (1) .
For SI based algorithms, it is important to establish a proper balance between exploitation and exploration in the swarm. It is also important to minimize the control parameters to be tuned and make the algorithm easy to be applied to solve engineering optimization problems. In BFA, different types of bees use different strategies to search for better nectars, and should be allocated with proper ratio of population to keep the searching balance. Therefore, we take 10% of bee swarm population as scout bees for global search and 90% of the population as recruit bees for local search. Forager search and onlooker search are different kinds of neighbourhood search with equal importance in local search, so recruit bees are divided into two parts equally. That means foragers and onlookers occupy 45% of the total population respectively. This kind of population allocation is inspired by some biological research and hypothesis of bee swarms in nature [30] , which helps to reduce the number of control parameters for the algorithm. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the experiments and results for evaluating the performance of the proposed BFA applied on multi-level thresholding segmentation for a number of benchmark images are presented. The threshold results obtained by BFA are compared with the results using some state-of-art swarm intelligent optimization algorithms including ABC, MFO, GWO, and WOA. In addition, some discussions are also made in this section.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To test the performance of BFA for multi-level image segmentation, a set of well-known benchmark images are used here for evaluation and comparison. The set contains 8 grayscale images including 'Lena', 'Plane', 'Baboon', 'Peppers', 'Male', 'Lake', 'Boat', and 'Bridge'. These images are taken from USC-SIPI which are widely applied to evaluate image segmentation methods in the literature. All the images have the same size of 512 × 512. The tested images are presented in Figure (2) .
There are some control parameters for each optimization algorithm to adjust the algorithm suitable for solving specific optimization problem. Common control parameters which all the algorithms needed are population size (colony/swarm size) and the number of maximum generations. The population size is set to 20 in all experiments in this section, while the number of maximum generations is changed according to the increasing of thresholds. The maximum generations are set to 25, 35, 50, 100 respectively as the numbers of thresholds are 2, 3, 4, 5. In addition to common control parameters, there are some diverse parameters to be set for some of the algorithms tested in this section. The control parameters settings for the five algorithms in the experiments are given in Table ( 1) . All the experiments are implemented using Matlab R2018a in a computer running on Windows 7 system with 3.4 GHz Intel core-i7 CPU and 16 GB RAM.
For statistical performance comparison, 100 times of independent experiments are taken for each algorithm finding a certain number of optimal thresholds for one tested image. The mean values of the results are used for evaluating and comparing the algorithms.
B. EXPLOITATION PERFORMANCE
Exploitation performance is one of the most important indicators for an optimization algorithm, which indicates the ability for finding the optimum solutions. In this section, the exploitation performance of each tested algorithm is evaluated and compared with others in terms of optimum values for the objective functions. The values of mean optimum and standard deviations of the objective functions, which are optimized respectively by ABC, MFO, GWO, WOA, and BFA, are given in Table ( 2). The best results obtained by the algorithms are shown in bold in order to make it clear to be observed and analyzed.
Considering the searching accuracy of the algorithms which indicated by the mean values of the objective functions. The results show that the proposed BFA finds the best results in 30 cases out of the total 32 cases, which outperforms other four algorithms. While WOA gets the best results in 4 cases only in less number of thresholds. For standard deviation which stands for searching stability, BFA also gets best results in 30 cases while WOA gets 2 best results. It is obvious from the experiment results that BFA performs better in exploitation than other four algorithms under the same number of iterations.
Another issue should be assessed for the proposed BFA is the value of neighbourhood shrinking coefficient (n sc ) which is used for improving the exploitation performance by increasing the density of the bees within a certain neighbourhood. As the value of n sc may influence both the exploitation performance and the convergence speed of the algorithm, it is essential to select a proper n sc value for a specific application. The mean values and standard deviations of the objective functions for the tested images obtained by BFA with different n sc values are given in Table ( 3). The results show that BFA with n sc = 0.7 gets the best results in 27 cases. While the algorithm with n sc = 0.8 and n sc = 0.6 find 16 and 13 best results in the experiment respectively. It is clear that 0.7 is a decent value for n sc , which means the neighbourhood shrinking in a medium rate helping BFA perform better in multi-level threshoding for image segmentation. 
C. CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE
Convergence performance is another essential index which represents the efficiency of the algorithms. To further evaluate the proposed algorithm, the convergence performance on different threshold levels are also studied in this section. Figure (3) shows the convergence curves of objective functions obtained by the tested algorithms for image segmentation.
The convergence speed is similar for all the tested algorithms when the optimization process is implemented in lower-levels thresholding. However, as the number of thresholds increases, the advantage of BFA on convergence performance becomes obvious. BFA converges to optimal thresholds faster than other tested algorithms for most of the cases when the number of thresholds is larger than three. That means the proposed algorithm finds the optimum thresholds using less number of iterations and lower computational load than other tested algorithms in higher-levels thresholding.
D. QUALITY MEASUREMENT
To determine the segmentation quality of the benchmark images, two most common used metrics in image quality evaluations, which are peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [31] , are selected as the criterion to compare the segmentation results obtained by different algorithms. The definition of PSNR is presented as follows: PSNR = 20 log 10 255 RMSE (11) where RMSE represents the root mean squared error between the original image I and the segmented imageĨ in size of X × Y . RMSE is calculated as:
SSIM is another metric for evaluating the quality of images. It is designed to improve some traditional metrics such as PSNR by considering human visual perception. SSIM is defined as follows:
where µ I and µ˜I are the mean intensity of I andĨ images respectively; σ I and σ˜I represent the standard deviation of image I and imageĨ respectively. c 1 and c 2 are two constants used for enhancing the stability when µ 2 I + µ 2 I is too close to zero.
Table (4) gives the PSNR and SSIM values for the proposed algorithm and other tested algorithms respectively. While the number of the thresholds increases, the PSNR and SSIM values become larger for all the tested algorithms. As the higher value indicates the better performance for both PSNR and SSIM metrics. It can be seen from Table (4) that the proposed algorithm gets better results in most cases. BFA segments the images with better quality in all experiment cases as the number of threshold levels is larger than three. WOA gets three images of better segmentation quality from the 8 benchmark images with 2 thresholds. These two algorithms occupy all the better results in the experiment.
Table (5) gives the threshold values obtained by all the tested algorithms. While Figure (4) shows the segmentation results of the BFA based method with different threshold levels. It is clear from the images that the images segmented with higher threshold levels contain more details than the ones with lower threshold levels.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel bee foraging algorithm (BFA) based multi-level thresholding method is presented for image segmentation. BFA is a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm which is inspired from the foraging behaviour of honeybees. The bee swarm is allocated to two groups with fixed proportion for three types of bees so as to reduce the number of control parameters and improve the applicability of the algorithm. The recruit bees are divided into a number of sub-swarms for local search, while the scout bees search around the whole fields for global search. Different kinds of update strategies are implemented by different types of bees in different stages of the optimization process aiming to maintain the proper balance between exploration and exploitation. Neighbourhood shrinking procedure is also introduced into BFA in order to avoid stagnation and improve convergence. The influence of different neighbourhood shrinking coefficient values on the performance of the algorithm is discussed. The functionality of the proposed algorithm is assessed based on eight benchmark images with different number of thresholds. Setting the value of neighbourhood shrinking coefficient to 0.7 seems suitable for most of the involved cases to get acceptable optimization performance. The performance of the proposed algorithm is also compared with four other popular optimization algorithms. The experiment results show that BFA is an efficient and powerful algorithm for multilevel thresholding and outperforms the other four algorithms on most cases of experiments investigated in this paper.
